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ABSTRACT 
A general theoretical framework is derived for the recently developed multi-state 
trajectory (MST) approach from the time dependent Schrödinger equation, resulting 
in equations of motion for coupled nuclear-electronic dynamics equivalent to 
Hamilton dynamics or Heisenberg equation based on a new multistate Meyer-Miller 
(MM) model. The derived MST formalism incorporates both diabatic and adiabatic 
representations as limiting cases, and reduces to Ehrenfest or Born-Oppenheimer 
dynamics in the mean field or the single state limits, respectively. By quantizing 
nuclear dynamics to a particular active state, the MST algorithm does not suffer from 
the instability caused by the negative instant electronic population variables unlike the 
standard MM dynamics. Furthermore the multistate representation for electron 
coupled nuclear dynamics with each state associated with one individual trajectory 
presumably captures single state dynamics better than the mean field description. The 
coupled electronic-nuclear coherence is incorporated consistently in the MST 
framework with no ad-hoc state switch and the associated momentum adjustment or 
parameters for artificial decoherence, unlike the original or modified surface hopping 
treatments. The implementation of the MST approach to benchmark problems shows 
reasonably good agreement with exact quantum calculations, and the results in both 
representations are similar in accuracy. The active state trajectory (AST) 
approximation of the MST approach provides a consistent interpretation to trajectory 
surface hopping, which predicts the transition probabilities reasonably well for 
multiple nonadiabatic transitions and conical intersection problems.  
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I. Introduction 
Nonadiabatic dynamics involving transitions among multiple states is crucial to 
many key molecular processes in the fields of chemistry, biology and materials. A 
variety of theoretical methods
1-4
 have been developed to describe nonadiabatic 
dynamics at the molecular level aiming to provide physical insights into related 
processes, among which mixed quantum-classical methods such as Ehrenfest 
dynamics,
5-11
 surface hopping,
12-27
, extended Born-Oppenheimer (BO) dynamics,
28-31
 
quantum-classical Liouville dynamics,
32-36
 wave-packet-based methods,
37-44
 quantum 
trajectory methods,
45-48
 semiclassical approaches,
49-60
 path-integral-derived 
methods,
61-63
 and recently developed symmetrical quasiclassical (SQC) Meyer-Miller 
(MM) approaches,
64-71
 to name a few, have great potential in practical 
implementations. However, performing efficient and accurate nonadiabatic dynamics 
simulations of large molecular systems is still a challenge. 
One requirement to achieve the desired accuracy in nonadiabatic molecular 
dynamics simulations is to treat the coupled electronic-nuclear coherence properly. 
Ehrenfest dynamics overestimates electronic coherence and nuclear trajectories 
always evolve on an average potential energy surface of multiple states. Surface 
hopping (in particular in Tully’s fewest switches formulation12) propagates nuclear 
dynamics on a single state except for a stochastically local state switch based on a 
hopping criterion therefore avoids the incorrectness of the mean field description on 
nuclear motions in the asymptotic regime. Surface hopping is certainly very useful 
and popular due to its simplicity. However it also suffers from the problem of 
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overcoherence, not because of running electronic dynamics coherently, but due to the 
overestimation of nuclear coherence since the interstate couplings are evaluated by 
the single state trajectory locally and the coupled electronic dynamics is propagated 
incorrectly (see discussions below). Extensive studies
9,16-21
 have been devoted to 
introduce decoherence to either electronic dynamics or nuclear motions, by adding a 
decoherence term to account for the electronic-nuclear couplings,
9
 or interstate 
nuclear coherence related to the Frank-Condon factor
16-20,51
 or nuclear phase.
21
 Most 
of these efforts focus on the determination of a phenomenological decay time for the 
decoherence term.  
Developed nearly forty years ago, the original MM approach
50
 maps electronic 
degrees of freedom (DOFs) into classical variables resulting in a consistent treatment 
on both electronic and nuclear DOFs at the same dynamical footing thus has the 
advantage of properly describing electronic-nuclear coherence in nonadiabatic 
dynamics. In combination with the semiclassical (SC) initial value representation 
(IVR),
72
 the MM approach has been implemented to a variety of nonadiabatic 
processes
57-62
 with a great success. However the computational cost of the SC-IVR 
treatment is still expensive for large systems if no further approximation is made. For 
example, it has been shown
73
 that by means of an efficient correlated importance 
sampling scheme, the SC-IVR/MM method is capable of describing a model 
photosynthesis system consisting of two states and ten bath modes at the full 
semiclassical level. Very recently Miller and coworkers proposed the SQC/MM 
approach
64-67
 to allow nonadiabatic dynamics simulations of complex molecular 
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systems
68-71
 to be performed at the quasiclassical level as efficient as classical 
molecular dynamics simulations. One major problem with the MM model and related 
nonadiabatic simulation methods is the mean field description on nuclear dynamics, 
i.e. nuclear motions are governed by an averaged force of multiple potential energy 
surfaces weighted by the corresponding electronic population variables. Since the 
instant electronic population variable of an individual trajectory may be negative, the 
MM trajectory could be unstable and the algorithm becomes numerically inefficient. 
In the hope of finding a better way to deal with realistic molecular systems, 
recently we proposed a multi-state trajectory (MST) approach
74
 to nonadiabatic 
dynamics simulations. In the MST representation, each state is associated with one 
individual nuclear trajectory no matter if the state is active (i.e. the system is on this 
state) or not, and nuclear dynamics is governed mainly by the corresponding potential 
energy surface (plus the interstate couplings or nonadiabatic couplings). Therefore the 
coupled electronic-nuclear dynamics could be presumably better represented in terms 
of the state-specific nuclear motions. Furthermore, by quantizing nuclear dynamics to 
the active state using a windowing technology proposed in the SQC/MM approach,
65
 
the MST method avoids counting the contribution from the state with an instant 
negative electronic population variable resulting in a very stable working algorithm 
for nonadiabatic molecular dynamics simulations on complex systems especially for 
those involving many electronic states,
74,75
 unlike the mean-field treatment on the 
nuclear forces in the standard SQC approach. When the quasi-classical (QC) 
approximation is made, i.e. nuclear dynamics is approximated by an ensemble of 
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classical trajectories instead of wavepackets, it has been demonstrated that the 
resulting MST-QC treatment can describe nonadiabatic dynamics of complex 
molecular systems quite efficiently, ex. nonequilibrium nonadiabatic molecular 
dynamics in a model system with 12 states and 671 atoms for electron coupled lithium 
ion diffusion in cathode materials LiFePO4 for batteries was simulated for a time on 
the order of ten picoseconds.
75
 
In previous work,
74
 the MST-QC approach was applied to several benchmark 
model systems such as the spin-boson problem, and single/dual avoided crossing 
problems in Tully’s original paper12 on fewest switches surface hopping (FSSH), and 
the nonadiabatic dynamics simulations were performed only in the diabatic 
representation. However sometimes it is more convenient to consider the adiabatic 
representation. In fact, standard ab initio electronic structure calculations make it 
available the state energies and nonadiabatic couplings associated with adiabatic wave 
functions, which in principle could be used for ab initio nonadiabatic dynamics 
simulations straightforwardly. In this work, we provide the general theoretical 
framework of the MST approach incorporating both diabatic and adiabatic 
representations, based on which further developments or approximations could be 
made therefore the applicability of the method would be extended. For example, when 
the only active state trajectory (AST) ensemble is considered, an augmented image 
(AI) version of MST may be achieved, which could better account for the multiple 
transitions in open channel problems such as Tully’s extended coupling model. 
Furthermore, the AST (or MST-AI) with the coupling terms evaluated locally switches 
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equivalently one single trajectory among different states therefore may provide an 
alternative interpretation to surface hopping. 
Because surface hopping especially FSSH is so popular that continuous 
efforts
13,24,47
 have been made on the derivation of surface hopping algorithm. One 
conventional way
3,13,47,48
 to achieve classical or classical-like dynamics from a full 
quantum description, say Schrödinger equation, is to apply Bohm’s formulation76 
using a polar representation of nuclear wave function. The resulting Bohmian 
dynamics features a quantum potential, which is suggested to be a key factor in 
reproducing the full nuclear quantum effect. Following these pioneer work,
3,13,47,48
 we 
also adopt the Bohm’s formulation in the derivation of our (electronic coupled) 
nuclear dynamics. However, our strategy is different. In the MST representation, the 
nuclear trajectory associated with the corresponding state equivalently defines an 
adiabatic nuclear basis, and the time evolution of the system is performed by the 
unitary transformation of the system Hamiltonian. Such a Heisenberg picture results 
in nuclear equations of motion (EOM) free of nuclear state mixing
3,13,40,47,48
 and the 
consequent numerical instability,
40,47
 unlike that in the conventional treatment. Note 
that the adiabatic nuclear basis here we used is different from the electronically 
adiabatic representation, so that our dynamics is fully represented by a set of 
electronic-nuclear coupled equations, unlike the extended BO dynamics.
29,30
 
 
There are quite a few multiple trajectory methods
20,21,40-44,77
 to be implemented to 
a variety of models systems successfully. For example, Shenvi, Subtonik, and Yang 
proposed the phase corrected surface hopping approach
21
 and Adhikari and coworkers 
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developed the time-dependent discrete variable representation (TDDVR),
42,43
 and 
both produce results in excellent agreement with exact calculations on Tully’s models. 
However previous work on surface hopping with multiple trajectories either focuses 
on the evaluation of the decoherence time instead of dynamics,
20
 or introduces an 
intuitively derived momentum dependent Hamiltonian.
21
 TDDVR normally requires a 
number of grid points (multi-trajectories) for each mode to achieve accurate results, 
which may become inefficient if the wave function is delocalized or the particles 
dynamics is delocalized or the many body interactions are important especially in 
complex systems so that many grid points may be needed. Moreover both TDDVR 
and multiconfigurational Ehrenfest approach
44
 propagate Ehrenfest dynamics. With 
many successful implementations, multi-spawning methods
40,41
 due to Martinez and 
coworkers and path branching methods
77
 developed by Takatsuka and coworkers 
feature in propagating multiple trajectories, however care has to be taken in setting the 
criteria of generating new trajectories, and the number of trajectories on a single 
surface may grow rapidly so that the efficiency of these methods for complex systems 
may be limited. While the MST approach is distinct from these methods on that not 
only it can be derived rigorously from the time-dependent Schrödinger equation in a 
general framework with no adjustable parameter but it may have advantages of 
retaining its efficiency and numerical stability in simulating complex molecular 
systems. Even though the standard quasiclassical version of MST may not achieve 
high accuracy in describing nuclear quantum effects, associating more trajectories 
with each state (a multiconfiguration description) or using semiclassical trajectory 
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may improve the accuracy. 
Section II derives the MST formalism in a general framework starting from the 
time dependent Schrödinger equation. Models of Tully’s nonadiabatic problems,12 the 
quasi-Jahn-Teller problem
28
 and a spin-boson problem
23
 are presented in Sec. III 
along with computational details. Sec. IV provides results and discussions on the 
implementation of the MST and MST-AI to benchmark problems, which is 
summarized in Sec. V.  
II. Theory 
We start from writing the total nuclear-electronic wavefunction in a multistate 
representation, i.e.  
                             
 
   ,                             (1) 
where   is the total wavefunction,          are the complex coefficient, the 
normalized electronic wavefunction, and the normalized nuclear wavefunction for the 
state k, respectively, and F is the number of the state of the system. Plug Eq. 1 into the 
time dependent Schrödinger equation, 
   
  
  
   ,              (2a) 
we have 
                                             
 
    
                     
 
    ,             (2b) 
with   the system Hamiltonian,   the Planck constant over   , and the dot 
represents for the time derivative. Within the time dependent self-consistent field 
(TDSCF) formalism,
52,78
 the EOM for the coupled nuclear-electronic system read 
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here we denote            and    
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motion for the nuclear degrees of freedom (DOF) Eq 3b can be written explicitly  
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Here   is the reduced nuclear mass, and     ,     are the first and second order 
nonadiabatic coupling terms.
2
 Eq. 3 is a set of electronic-nuclear coupled EOM, and 
interstate transfer is governed by the off-diagonal Hamiltonian matrix elements. 
Nuclear dynamics Eq. 3b (and Eq. 4) is represented in terms of adiabatic nuclear basis 
on which are projected all contributions of interstate couplings. This is in contrast to 
conventional TDSCF formalisms,
13
 in which every (time-dependent) nuclear basis is 
projected onto the whole basis set.  
 From Eq. 3a, the EOM for electronic complex coefficients matrix may be 
obtained  
                  
             
         
 
    ,      (6) 
with       
   , which unifies the population, coherence and flux functions, i.e. 
                                    . And the nuclear EOM may be 
written by (see the supplement
79
 for the derivation) 
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Eq. 6, and Eq. 7 are the EOM for the coupled nuclear-electronic system from the 
time dependent Schrödinger equation, which may also be derived from the Hamilton 
dynamics based on the MM model.
50,74
 According to Eq. 7, we propose the multistate 
MM Hamiltonian as the follows: 
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where the electronic coefficient matrix  
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and   
  
 
  
            
 
  
         .       (8c) 
The EOM for the coupled nuclear-electronic dynamics may alternatively be obtained 
from Heisenberg equation
27,80 
 
  
  
 
 
  
      ,              (9a) 
or               
      
      
 
    ,          (9b) 
with    
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 It is interesting to see that the mean field Ehrenfest description
5
 and 
Born-Oppenheimer (BO) dynamics
81
 can be obtained as limiting cases
74
 from the 
above derivation for the multistate trajectory approach. Indeed if there is only one 
individual trajectory, i.e. 
                         ,            (10a) 
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then                              
 
    ,       (10b) 
  
 
  
               
  
 
          ,        (10c) 
              
     
     
 
    ,          (10d) 
  
  
     ,                (10e) 
  
  
  
  
  
 .                (10f) 
Here we have the mean field wave function Eq. 10b, the standard MM Hamiltonian 
Eq. 10c, the corresponding EOM for electronic DOF Eq. 10d, for nuclear DOF 
(Ehrenfest dynamics) Eq. 10e, and Eq. 10f. Instead if the system evolves on a single 
state only, say the state k, then 
                             ,         (11a) 
and the total wave function now includes only a single term in Eq. 1, 
                             ,          (11b) 
     
 
  
  
      ,             (11c) 
   
  
      ,                (11d) 
   
  
  
   
   
 .               (11e) 
Eqs. 11c-e are the Hamiltonian, and EOM for BO dynamics.  
For coupled nuclear-electronic dynamics, it is essential to describe coherence 
properly.
82
 Coherence comes from the interference between different states, including 
electronic states, vibrational states, rotational states, or translational states etc. Here 
we focus on electronic state, and group all nuclear motions into intra-state dynamics. 
Correspondingly coherence may be classified into electronic coherence and nuclear 
coherence, the latter of which includes intra-state nuclear coherence, and inter-state 
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nuclear coherence. Electronic coherence and nuclear coherence may be coupled to 
each other, ex. vibronic coherence, which may be identified by ultrafast spectroscopy 
technology, as demonstrated by Shi and coworkers.
83
 Ehrenfest dynamics proceeds on 
an average potential energy surface all the time, so that different electronic states are 
coupled through nuclear motions even when the interstate couplings diminish, which 
effectively exaggerates electronic coherence (Eq. 10). No inter-state nuclear 
coherence exists in the Ehrenfest description since there is only one nuclear trajectory. 
On the other hand, BO dynamics evolves on a single state and completely ignores 
both electronic coherence and inter-state nuclear coherence (Eq. 11). Surface hopping 
propagates nuclear dynamics on a particular state in a BO style until an inter-state 
hopping takes place, while the electronic dynamics does not contribute explicitly to 
nuclear EOM except for providing an electronic probability based hopping criterion 
from electronic EOM similar to Eq. 3a or Eq. 6. The difference is that in surface 
hopping the off-diagonal Hamiltonian matrix elements        
      are evaluated 
locally from the same one individual nuclear trajectory, which effectively 
overestimates inter-state nuclear coherence and destroy the coupled nuclear-electronic 
coherence. Introducing decoherence due to the Frank-Condon effect
16,17,51
 similar to 
the damping function Eq. S8c alleviates the overestimation, while Eq. S8a in the MST 
approach and similar treatment in the multiple spawning method
40
 apparently could 
make a better approximation to the off-diagonal Hamiltonian matrix elements, which 
in turn results in a better description on electronic coherence. In principle, both 
intra-state and inter-state nuclear coherence may be captured well by averaging an 
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ensemble of semiclassical trajectories, as normally adopted in the SCIVR methods.
72
 
Under the assumption that the multistate trajectory is purely classical with no nuclear 
phase, Eq. S8a may still provide a good approximation comparably with the localized 
classical description in surface hopping. 
Once the mixed quantum-classical or quasi-classical approximations are applied, 
the accuracy of description of inter-state couplings and nuclear dynamics may 
depends on which representation is used, either adiabatic or diabatic.
4
 In the diabatic 
representation, the inter-state couplings (off-diagonal Hamiltonian matrix elements) 
    are inherently nonlocal; by contrast in the adiabatic representation, the inter-state 
couplings  
  
 
      contain local gradient operators. Therefore presumably a local 
classical treatment on nuclear dynamics would be more accurate in the adiabatic 
representation than that in the diabatic representation, which is consistent with the 
experience on the implementation of surface hopping.
4
 For the quasiclassical 
approximation of the MST approach, we expect a similar trend (see below). In the 
standard version of MST, we adopt the following treatments: 
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in the adiabatic representation, and 
         
 
 
               ,           (13a) 
    
             ,             (13b) 
in the diabatic representation. Here we make it sure the system Hamiltonian is 
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Hermitian. This construction assures the microscopic reversibility holds.  
To properly describe the wave function bifurcation upon nonadiabatic transitions, 
direct treatments were proposed such as wave function spawning,
20,40
 and path 
branching.
3
 Alternatively the MST representation suggests a statistical average picture 
based on the multistate trajectory ensemble, i.e. a collection of state specific 
trajectories which never bifurcate, and the quantum wave function bifurcation is 
represented by the ensemble average of the active state trajectories. However there 
may have a problem with the current version of the MST approach, that is individual 
state-specific nuclear trajectory could move apart on different potential energy 
surfaces but never come back, for example in the unbounded scattering problems such 
as Tully’s model, therefore multiple nonadiabatic transitions may not be correctly 
accounted for. In such cases, MST may not describe nuclear coherence well and tends 
to underestimate the local contribution of nuclear dynamics on nonadiabatic 
transitions. Ideally if multiple trajectories are allowed to be associated with each state 
(a multiconfiguration MST) so that there are neighboring trajectories available on 
other states around the transition regime, the inter-state couplings and therefore the 
coupled electronic-nuclear dynamics could be better described. However this idea (in 
the same spirit to the one in multiple spawning) would require a number of 
configurations and may make the algorithm for multiple transitions in high 
dimensional systems inefficient.  
To account for the locality of nonadiabatic transitions while keep the trajectory 
picture as simple as possible, we approximate the Hamiltonian matrix elements by the 
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nuclear trajectory on the active state   and its augmented image (AI) in the coupled 
state    , i.e. 
       
                
          ,       (14a) 
and                         .         (14b) 
When a transition occurs from the state k to the state m, the trajectory on the state k is 
deactivated and the state m becomes the new active state. In comparison with the 
standard MST approach, the augmented image in the MST-AI treatment is not 
propagated on the inactive state but just used for the evaluation of the nonadiabatic 
couplings. Effectively the MST-AI treatment is based only on the active state 
trajectory ensemble, so that nonadiabatic couplings could be better represented in 
cases of that trajectories on different states diverge before nonadiabatic transitions 
take place, at the cost of overestimation of nuclear coherence. 
The MST-AI/AST representation of nonadiabatic dynamics indeed resembles the 
popular surface hopping picture in that at any given time, only one (active) state is 
occupied and the off-diagonal Hamiltonian matrix elements are evaluated locally 
based only on the active state trajectory [note that this is different from the more 
general MST treatment, which requires (nonlocal) multiple state information]; 
furthermore the trajectory may switch (hop) from one active state (surface) to another 
upon electronic transitions. However the distinction between the two methods is clear. 
The AST dynamics is fully electronic-nuclear coupled whereas in surface hopping 
nuclear dynamics (being purely classical) is decoupled from electronic dynamics. 
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Moreover the state switch criteria in AST (and MST) is based on the quantization of 
instantaneous electronic population using the windowing technology rather than the 
interstate couplings in surface hopping, the latter of which is not a perfect measure for 
hopping since sometimes the hop may be unsuccessful therefore further ad hoc 
treatment has to be introduced to account for the true transition probability. By 
contrast, every success switch (reading from the window function) is guaranteed by 
the coupled electronic-nuclear dynamics so that no extra momentum adjustment is 
required, unlike that in surface hopping. In another word, the AST picture provides an 
illustrative understanding of surface hopping, which we believe a better way than 
constructing a theoretical derivation for the original ad hoc hopping criteria. 
Although our derivation for the MST approach starts from time dependent 
Schrödinger equation, the idea is closely related to the MM model and its 
implementation to realistic molecular systems. Indeed electronic dynamics and the 
quantization of nuclear dynamics are essentially the same as in the standard MM 
framework
50
 and the related SQC approach.
65
 The major difference between the MST 
approach and other methods based on the MM model is the way to treat nuclear 
dynamics and the MST trajectory is state-specific instead of Ehrenfest,
74
 comparing 
Eq. 7a and Eq. 10e. It is noted that the classical mapping variable of the state 
occupying number        could be negative (supposed to be 1 or 0 in the 
quantum description), which may causes serious problems for MM nuclear dynamics. 
For example, the effective potential of the associated state would be inverted for a 
negative    and the mean filed nuclear dynamics may be dominated by this 
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component and diverges quickly. However, interpreting    of an individual MM 
trajectory directly to the state population is misleading since they are equal only on 
the ensemble average level. It is more appropriate to associate the individual      
with the corresponding domain in the state space,
84
 which maps exactly to the 
quantum state. Therefore the real serious problem with the MM dynamics is the mean 
field description. By contrast, in the MST treatment,
74
 individual trajectories are 
propagated under the force mainly determined by the associated single state (plus 
inter-state couplings), and a windowing function is applied (same as in the SQC 
approach
64
) to map the system to a particular state. The corresponding    for the 
active state is always positive, and only the active state contributes to the ensemble 
averaged nuclear dynamics. Consequently the MST dynamics is stable and has been 
successfully implemented to complex molecular systems.
75 
The total energy of the coupled nuclear-electronic system is conserved since the 
multistate Hamiltonian does not depends on time explicitly, i.e. 
  
  
 
  
  
   
  
   
   
  
 
  
   
   
  
        .          (15) 
Comparing with the standard MM Hamiltonian Eq. 10c, the MST Hamiltonian Eq. 8a 
contains kinetic energy terms for each individual state. However, in the MST 
approach, only one state is active even though multiple trajectories are propagated 
simultaneously, and the total (kinetic) energy is actually obtained from an ensemble 
average of such active state in multistate trajectories. For example, assuming the final 
distribution hk is achieved in the asymptotic region, the total energy is given by  
      
 
  
  
      
 
    .            (16) 
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This is similar to the SQC approach, in which proper electronic populations could be 
recovered by quantizing the Ehrenfest trajectory on the active state only. 
III. Computational details 
The MST and its variants are applied in both diabatic and adiabatic 
representations to Tully’s three two-state models.12 The corresponding potentials in 
both diabatic and adiabatic representations are shown in Figure S1. The nuclear mass 
is 2000 a.u., and the initial wave function is a coherent state located on the lower state 
(state 1), i.e.      00
22
0 /
00 ,
QQiPQQ
eQP
   with the initial position 0Q = -20 a.u. 
and the width 0/20 P .
12
 The exact quantum calculations for the benchmark model 
system were performed on a grid of 2000-9000 points with a spacing of 0.032 a.u. by 
using the discrete variable representation (DVR) method.
85
 For the MST simulations, 
normally 9600 trajectories are enough to achieve well converged results in both the 
standard MST and MST-AI treatments although the convergence of the latter is not as 
good as that of the former. The time step is 5 a.u. and 1 a.u. in the standard MST and 
MST-AI simulations, respectively, which satisfies the convergence check. 
Another common type of interesting nonadiabtic problems involves conical 
intersection in which the interstate couplings vanish in the regime where different 
states are degenerate therefore nonadiabatic couplings diverges. Here we consider a 
quasi-Jahn-Teller model
28,30,43
 of scattering processes for a two state and two 
dimensional system. The two adiabatic potential energy surfaces are:  
   
 
 
        
       
 
      
 
     
  ;  
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    .          (17a) 
Here R and r are coordinates representing the reactive and internal DOF, respectively. 
They can be written in terms of polar coordinates as the follows: 
                .              (17b) 
The corresponding diabatic states are defined as: 
    
 
 
                   ;     
 
 
                   ; 
    
 
 
            .             (17c) 
The model parameters
28,43
 are                          
              
                                          .  
 The third model we consider in this work is a spin-boson problem
23
 of an explicit 
two-state nuclear mode coupled with harmonic bath. The Hamiltonian is given by  
  
  
  
 
 
 
          
  
 
          
  
 
   
 
 
 
    
     
  
    
   
 
  .   (18) 
Here p, x are the nuclear momentum and coordinate,           are the momentum 
and coordinate of the i-th bath mode, and       are Pauli matrices for the two 
diabatic states. The parameters are taken from ref 23, with mass M=1, frequency  
                                                                        
  
   
                                                        
   
      
     
  
                                 Here the pure Ohmic spectra density is 
applied with the density of state        
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IV. Results and Discussion 
The standard MST approach and its variants are tested in both diabatic and 
adiabatic representations on Tully’s models. The calculated transmission probabilities 
for the single and dual avoided crossing problems are shown in Figures S2 and S3, 
respectively. In both cases, the standard MST approach provides results in reasonably 
good agreement with the exact quantum calculations with accuracy at a similar level 
in both diabatic and adiabatic representations. For the single avoided crossing model, 
the standard MST works best in both representations. Making the QC approximation 
to nuclear dynamics (Eq. S11) simplifies the algorithm while shows only a little 
degrade in accuracy in the low momentum regime. Also assuming that interstate 
couplings in nuclear dynamics are local (Eq. S12) produces similar results with the 
standard calculations except for the generally small deviations in the low momentum 
regime. Similar trend is seen for the AI treatment. For the dual avoided crossing 
problem, the standard MST approach is the best in the diabatic representation and the 
MST-AI works similarly well, while the QC approximation predicts the transmission 
probabilities quite poorly in the intermediate energy regime. The local approximation 
on nuclear dynamics seems to make no difference. In the adiabatic representation, all 
MST treatments are in excellent agreement with the exact quantum mechanical 
method. Overall MST-AI performs slightly better than the standard MST, which 
generates results in similar accuracy as the QC approximation. The local 
approximation seems detrimental to the prediction in the low energy regime. 
The transmission and reflection probabilities were calculated for the extended 
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coupling problem, and the MST results are shown in Figure 1, in comparison with 
exact quantum DVR calculations. All types of MST treatments predict the 
transmission probability of the lower state remarkably well, and the transmission 
probability of the upper state obtained from the QC version of MST is also in 
excellent agreement with exact quantum calculations (Fig. 1a). Therefore the sum of 
reflection probabilities of two channels is also well reproduced by the MST-QC. 
However, MST-QC does not allow for the second nonadiabatic transition due to the 
diverged nuclear trajectories on different states, resulting in a vanished ground state 
reflection i.e.       , and an overestimated reflection probability of the excited 
state (Fig. 1b). The full nuclear dynamics Eq. S9 does not predict correctly the upper 
state transmission probability     , and the total reflection probability in the high 
momentum regime. And the effect of local approximation is negligible.  
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Figure 1. Extended coupling problem. Transmission probability for state 1 (T1) and state 2 (T2) 
obtained from various MST treatments (full nuclear dynamics Eq. S9, fn, red circles; 
quasiclassical approximations Eq. S11, qc, blue squares; their combination with local 
approximation: Eq. S9 with Eq. S12, fnloc, cyan triangle; Eq. S11 with Eq. S12, qcloc, pink 
inverted triangle; and AI, green stars) are compared with quantum calculations (black lines, QM). 
(a) Transmission probability for state 1 (T1) and state 2 (T2); (b) reflection probability for state 1 
(R1) and state 2 (R2).  
By introducing an augmented image, the interstate couplings are determined by 
local properties and can be well approximated even when the trajectories on inactive 
states move far away from the nonadiabatic coupling region so that MST-AI can 
provide a better description on nonadiabatic transitions especially for those bounced 
trajectories. Consequently the reflection probability is better reproduced, as shown in 
Fig. 1b. The MST-AI calculated 11R  is in excellent agreement with quantum results, 
but 12R  is a bit underestimated and appears roughly the same as 11R . The 
discrepancy from the exact results may be related to the classical trajectories used in 
the MST approach, and the prediction may be improved if multiconfigurations are 
used for each individual trajectory.
28,29,60
 The oscillation of the reflection probabilities 
in the low momentum regime is due to the nuclear coherence overestimation similar 
to that in surface hopping although here it is much depressed. Note that MST-AI also 
predicts transmission probabilities nearly the same as the standard MST-QC approach 
(see Fig. 1a).  
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Figure 2. Time-dependent transition probability for the single avoided crossing problem. The 
results from the exact quantum DVR (solid), MST (full nuclear dynamics, dashed), and MST-AI 
(dotted) calculations are for the initial ground state transmission (T1, green), excited state 
transmission (T2, blue), ground state reflection (R1, red) and excited state reflection (R2, black). 
The initial momentum is P0 =20.0 a.u. (a) diabatic representation; (b) adiabatic representation. 
Note that here the final ground and excited states are switched in the adiabatic and diabatic 
representations. 
To better evaluate the performance of the MST and its related approaches, we 
examine the time-dependent transition probabilities in both diabatic and adiabatic 
representations. Figure 2 and 3 display the results for the single and dual avoided 
crossing models, respectively, with an initial momentum P0 = 20.0 a.u., in comparison 
with the exact quantum calculations. In these cases, agreement between the standard 
MST/MST-AI and quantum results in the whole time window examined are excellent, 
and the standard MST provides an essentially quantitative description on all channels, 
slightly better than what the MST-AI does. 
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Figure 3. Same as Figure 2 except for the dual avoided crossing problem. The initial momentum is 
P0 =20.0 a.u. (a) diabatic representation; (b) adiabatic representation. 
For the extended coupling problem, only the adiabatic representation is 
considered, and the time-dependent transition probabilities with several different 
values of initial momentum, namely P0 = 3.0, 10.0, 20.0, and 30.0 a.u., are plotted in 
Figure 4 and . When the initial momentum is small, ex. P0 = 3.0 a.u., the nonadiabatic 
effect is small. Most trajectories travel through the nonadiabatic coupling region and 
continue to move forward with only a small fraction of trajectories transit to the 
excited state and eventually bounce back (see Fig. 4a). In this case, both the standard 
MST-QC and MST-AI work reasonably well. 
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Figure 4. Time-dependent transition probability for the extended coupling problem. The results 
from the exact quantum DVR (solid), MST-QC (dashed), and MST-AI (dotted) calculations are for 
the ground state transmission (T1, green), excited state transmission (T2, blue), ground state 
reflection (R1, red) and excited state reflection (R2, black). The initial momentum is: (a) P0 =3.0 
a.u.; (b) P0 =10.0 a.u.. 
As the initial momentum increases, ex. P0 = 10.0 a.u., nonadiabatic transition 
becomes appreciable and the exact ground (excited) state reflection probability first 
decreases (increases) corresponding to the first nonadiabatic transition then increases 
(decreases) by some amount due to the second transition from the excited state to the 
ground state as the returned trajectory passes through the coupling region again (see 
Fig. 4b). Both the standard MST-QC and the MST-AI approaches produce nearly 
identical results in quantitative agreement with exact quantum calculations before the 
second transition, however the former fails to predict the second transition due to the 
insufficient estimation on the nonadiabatic coupling and all reflected trajectories stay 
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on the excited state. By contrast, the MST-AI treatment is able to reproduce the 
reflection probabilities at least qualitatively correctly even though there is still room 
for improvement. 
When the initial momentum approaches the threshold (Pth = 28.3 a.u.), ex. P0 = 
20.0 a.u., between the first and second nonadiabatic transitions, a fraction of 
trajectories are able to climb up along the excited state potential and return before 
reaching the top of the barrier indicated by the dip and small peak in the excited state 
reflection and transmission probabilities around t = 2000 a.u. (see Fig. S4a). This 
feature and the first transition are well reproduced by both the standard MST and 
MST-AI treatments, and they produce different results mainly for the second 
transition, in a similar way as the case in Fig. 4b.  
Once the momentum threshold is reached, transmissions on both states are 
allowed, and the reflection probability becomes small (see Fig. S4b). Both the 
MST-QC and MST-AI approaches perform pretty well again, presumably due to the 
small contribution from the multiple nonadiabatic transitions. For a high initial 
momentum such as P0 = 30.0 a.u., the excited state transmission probability and the 
corresponding reflection probabilities reach a plateau before the equilibrium 
population is achieved at very long times. Therefore a large grid size of the system is 
required to produce corrected quantum results. This also exemplifies that better 
understandings of nonadiabatic processes could be achieved by real time dynamics 
rather than a single value of equilibrium or steady-state quantity such as transition 
probability.  
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Next we apply the MST approach to a two-state 2D quasi-Jahn-Teller problem. 
The system starts initially from the first adiabatic state in the positive R region of the 
R-r plane with an initial momentum in the negative R direction. As time involves, the 
time-dependent nonreactive probability (R>0) and reactive probability (R<0) are 
calculated. Figure 5 compares the results obtained from the MST and MST-AI 
approach along with the exact quantum DVR calculations. In diabatic representation 
(Fig. 5a), the standard MST method is capable of describing the passage of the system 
across the conical intersection qualitatively well, and the calculated probability show 
a dip in the nonreactive channel (a bump in the corresponding reactive channel) then 
reaching a similar plateau. The AI results also capture the transition dynamics 
however the amount is underestimated. By contrast, in adiabatic representation (Fig. 
5b), the AI approach reproduces the quantum results almost perfectly. The standard 
MST tends to overestimate the transition probability. To do a further check, we 
change the initial condition of the system from a pure adiabatic state to a mixed state 
with an equal probability on both adiabatic states, and the results are shown in Figure 
5c. Again the AI approach performs very well with the results are nearly identical to 
the exact calculations. The standard MST also shows excellent agreement with the 
quantum prediction for the early transition but underestimate the asymptotic 
probabilities. Our results here are comparable with the previous TDDVR work (see 
Figure 1a in ref 43).  
Let us now consider a spin-boson problem in the nonadiabatic Marcus regime, 
which has been shown to be a strong test for the validity of detailed balance.
23
 Figure 
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6 displays the time-dependent population of the initial state of the two-state 
spin-boson model for a nuclear mode coupled with a purely Ohmic bath. Results are 
calculated for a relatively long time (10 times longer than that in Ref 23) by Marcus 
theory, MST, MST-AI, SQC, and the coherence controlled (CC) nonadiabatic 
approach.
84
 It is clear that both AI and CC approaches satisfy detailed balance quite 
well. Even the standard MST and SQC also seem to recover detailed balance at long 
times. It worth noting that in comparison the Marcus result (presumably accurate in 
this regime) the standard MST and SQC predict much slower dynamics, which 
deserves further investigations. 
 
Figure 5. Time-dependent transition probability for the quasi-Jahn-Teller problem. The results 
from the exact quantum DVR (black), MST (red), and MST-AI (blue) calculations are for the 
nonreactive transition (T, solid lines), and reactive transition (R, dashed lines). The initial 
conditions are: R0 =3.0 a.u., P0 =-23.9 a.u.. (a) diabatic representation; (b) adiabatic representation; 
(c) adiabatic representation for the initially mixed state. 
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Figure 6. Time-dependent transition probability for the spin-boson problem. The results are 
obtained from the Marcus theory (black), MST (red), SQC (blue), AI (green), and coherent 
controlled (CC, pink) methods. 2000 bath modes, cutoff frequency       , and dt =2 a.u. 
As mentioned above, the MST and MST-AI approaches differ from the original 
and modified surface hopping methods in two aspects. First is how to describe 
coupled electronic-nuclear dyanmics. Although recently developed surface hopping 
methods introduce auxiliary variables
19
 or spawning trajectories
20
 to calculate a 
phenomenological decoherence rate, the nuclear dynamics is decoupled from 
electronic motions. By contrast in the standard MST approach, coupled 
nuclear-electronic dynamics is well described by either time dependent Schrödinger 
equation Eq. 3 or Heisenberg equation Eq. 9 with a nonlocal Hamiltonian matrix 
elements evaluated by multistate trajectories. Second is the way to handle 
nonadiabatic transitions. All MST approaches including the MST-AI which adopts a 
local Hamiltonian Eq. 14, determine the active state by quantizing the electronic state 
space using a window function proposed in the standard SQC approach
65
 instead of 
the stochastic “hopping criterion” in surface hopping.12 No momentum adjustment is 
required in the MST approaches since another individual trajectory or augmented 
image is always available on other inactive states. The energy flow between nuclear 
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and electronic DOFs is inherently and self-consistently described by the coupled time 
dependent nuclear-electronic equations of motion, Eq. 3 or Eq. 9, so that there is no 
need to artificially adjust the momentum.  
In the current implementation of the MST-QC and MST-AI approaches, we make 
a number of approximations. For example, in deriving the EOM for the coupled 
electronic-nuclear dynamics (Eq. 7), we leave out high order terms of   including 
the Bohmian quantum potential. Furthermore, nuclear dynamics is treated classically 
and phase information is lost. Consequently the quasi-classical and augmented image 
versions of MST may not describe well nuclear quantum effects such as tunneling or 
nuclear interference. In fact the standard MST formalism could represent nuclear 
dynamics in terms of wave packets
39
 or semiclassical trajectories
73
 like that in 
SC-IVR, which in principle could account for nuclear quantum effects. However, the 
computational cost would also be increasingly expensive especially for large systems, 
unless further approximations
 
are used or efficient sampling schemes
 
are applied. 
While for small systems, it would be better to just use the exact quantum methods 
based on grids or wave function. Nevertheless it would worth exploring in the future 
how to incorporate nuclear quantum effects into the MST formalism efficiently. 
V. Conclusions 
In summary, the recently developed MST approach was derived in a general and 
rigorous framework starting from the time-dependent Schrödinger equation while 
incorporating both diabatic and adiabatic representations, as a complement to 
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previous work. Ehrenfest or Born-Oppenheimer dynamics can be obtained from the 
MST formalism as the mean field or the single state limits, respectively. The resulting 
equations of motion are essentially in the same flavor with the ones in the SQC/MM 
methodology except for nuclear dynamics is in a multistate representation with one 
individual nuclear trajectory assigned to every involving state, which in principle can 
describe nuclear motions on individual state better than the mean field description in a 
variety of MM model based methods. By quantizing nuclear dynamics to a particular 
active state using a windowing technology proposed in the SQC/MM approach, the 
MST algorithm is numerically stable and does not suffer from the instability caused 
by the negative instant electronic population variables in the MM dynamics. On the 
other hand, the MST formalism is based on adiabatic nuclear basis (one trajectory for 
each state) therefore free of numerical instability caused by mixed nuclear states. 
Unlike the original or modified surface hopping methods, the MST approach 
incorporates electronic-nuclear coherence consistently and contains no ad hoc sudden 
state switch and the associated momentum adjustment or parameters to account for 
artificial decoherence. And the total energy of the MST representation is conserved 
and in connection with the measured total energy on the ensemble average level. 
When the active state trajectory ensemble is considered, the augmented image version 
of MST is achieved, which provides an illustrative understanding of the trajectory 
surface hopping treatment. 
The MST approach is implemented to Tully’s nonadiabatic problems and a 
quasi-Jahn-Teller problem involving conical intersection in both diabatic and 
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adiabatic representations. The overall agreement between the MST results and exact 
quantum calculations is reasonably good and sometimes even quantitative in both 
representations. And it seems that MST-AI performs better in adiabatic representation. 
Despite a quasi-classical treatment, both MST-QC and AI describe nonadiabatic 
transitions quite accurately for Tully’s models, especially for the first pass of the 
coupling region, which implies that for bounded condensed phase systems, the current 
version of MST approach could be accurate enough. For unbounded systems with 
multiple nonadiabatic transitions, such as the extended coupling problem considered 
in this work, the MST predicted transmission probabilities are in excellent agreement 
with the exact quantum results while the prediction on the reflection probability of the 
system with a substantial contribution from the second nonadiabatic transition is not 
satisfied, because for the multiple nonadiabatic transitions, individual trajectories 
move apart in the standard MST treatment. By contrast the MST-AI method is able to 
capture the second nonadiabatic transition and provide a reasonably good prediction 
on reflection probabilities. Moreover the MST-AI achieves extremely high accuracy 
in comparison with full quantum calculations for the quasi-Jahn-Teller problem in 
adiabatic representation although the agreement in the diabatic representation is also 
good. The MST-AI obeys detailed balance reasonably well while the standard MST 
satisfies detailed balance at least approximately.  
In conclusion, the MST approach (especially its quasi-classical version and the 
derived AI version) features at least two notable advantages: consistent description of 
coupled electronic-nuclear dynamics and excellent numerical stability. Therefore it 
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seems very promising to provide a practically efficient way for nonadiabatic 
dynamics simulations of realistic molecular systems, including ab inito molecular 
dynamics, which will be the future work. 
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